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Amateur sleuth Jane Austen returns in Jane and the Waterloo Map , the thirteenth in
Stephanie Barron’s delightful Regency-era mystery series
Praise for Jane and the Waterloo Map
“A well-crafted narrative with multiple subplots drives Barron’s splendid 13th Jane Austen mystery. Series fans
will be happy to see more of Jane’s extended family and friends, and Austenites will enjoy the imaginative power with
which Barron spins another riveting mystery around a writer generally assumed to have led a quiet and uneventful life.”
—Publishers Weekly , Starred Review
“Writing in the form of Jane’s diaries, Barron has spun a credible tale from a true encounter, enhanced with
meticulous research and use of period vocabulary.”
—Booklist
“Barron, who's picked up the pace since Jane and the Twelve Days of Christmas, portrays an even more seasoned and
unflinching heroine in the face of nasty death and her own peril.”
—Kirkus Reviews
“Barron deftly imitates Austen’s voice, wit, and occasional melancholy while spinning a well-researched plot
that will please historical mystery readers and Janeites everywhere. Jane Austen died two years after the events of
Waterloo; one hopes that Barron conjures a few more adventures for her beloved protagonist before historical fact
suspends her fiction.”
—Library Journal
Stephanie Barron was born in Binghamton, New York, the last of six girls. She attended Princeton
and Stanford Universities, where she studied history, before going on to work as an intelligence analyst
at the CIA. She wrote her first book in 1992 and left the Agency a year later. Since then, she has
written fifteen books. She lives and works in Denver, Colorado.

Jane and the Waterloo Map by Stephanie Barron will be published in hardcover by Soho Crime on
February 02, 2016 | $25.95 | 9781616954253.
For further information, or to request additional galleys, please contact
Abby Koski, Publicist | 212.260.1900 | akoski@sohopress.com.

PRAISE FOR THE BEING A JANE AUSTEN MYSTERY SERIES
“[W]itty, immaculately researched...”
—USA Today
“Sings with not just a good plot but courtly language and an engaging group of characters worthy of the
famed novelist herself… a first-rate mystery with so many twists and turns that you can hardly blame a reader who
doesn't figure it out until the end.”
—The Denver Post
“Great fun for readers who long ago ran out of Jane Austen novels. Barron nails the period. She talks the talk
and knows her history.”
—The Boston Globe

